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AAbstract.  We studied how spatial locations and luminance affect finding and 
re-finding information in a desktop environment. In an experiment conducted 
with computer icons, fixed locations led to more frequent accesses to icons 
while change of luminance led to worse recall of icon titles and locations. In an 
analysis of icon access transition, a sequential search pattern was identified in 
earlier sessions, which suggests that participants were minimizing efforts in ex-
ternal search and were not utilizing internal memory of titles and locations yet. 
In later sessions, icon accesses were more focused to information directly rele-
vant to search tasks as participants started using titles and locations for re-
finding icons. Results are consistent with the notion that information search be-
havior is adaptive to the cost-benefit structure of the interface, and search 
strategies are adaptive to different external representations of icons. Results also 
suggest that both external representations and human information processes are 
critical in determining the effectiveness of different GUI designs. 

Keywords: Adaptive human behavior, re-finding information, spatial memory, 
interface design. 

1   Introduction 

Imagine you are a real estate agent who recommends apartments for your clients. You 
have a wide range of information (from monthly rent to neighborhood safety) filed on 
your computer desktop. How would you utilize your distributed information resources 
(e.g., electronic documents) to make recommendations for different clients across 
time? Indeed, it is becoming more common that users need to perform routine,  
comprehensive information search that requires finding, re-finding, and integrating 
information from multiple sources depending on the dynamic needs of information 
(e.g. client’s requests). Finding and re-finding information becomes a difficult task 
especially when we don’t know where to look for the right information. The current 
study was motivated by the realization that re-finding information has not been fully 
studied in the context of computer icon search in a desktop environment.  

1.1   Use of Contextual Information in Information Search 

Studies suggest that people take advantage of contextual information they have about 
their information target when looking for electronic information [1, 7]. Especially, 
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information re-finding process relies heavily on the use of contextual information [7]. 
In GUIs, computer icons not only can be used to associate with information source, 
but also can convey interpretive meaning with slight alteration of visual features of 
icons [9, 15]. Therefore, contextual information can be represented as characteristics 
of interface objects in GUI so that users can easily pick up this information to guide 
them to find the relevant information. For example, if contextual information such as 
when and how many times file icons were previously accessed is visually represented 
(e.g. using varied luminance levels), users may find it easier to re-find information.  

Previous findings on icon search process make this claim more convincing. Icon 
search is known to consist of the two processes: searching the graphic picture of the 
icon and searching the text label representing the file name [9]. These two processes 
of icon search suggest the efficacy of combining bottom-up visual information proc-
essing and top-down contextual information processing to aid re-finding icons. 

1.2   Spatial Memory and Locations of File Icons 

Studies [8, 19] suggest that, as a by-product of interaction with interface objects, 
learning of the locations of these objects is often incidental and effortless. Ehret [8] 
claimed that location learning is not only pervasive, but also subject to the cost  
structure of the interface. When search cost was increased, learning and reliance on 
location knowledge increased as well. However, the efficacy of a spatially oriented 
approach to object reference in a computing system, whether this approach is used 
alone or in conjunction with symbolic reference, may be severely impaired [17]. 

1.3   Luminance Changes and History of Uses 

The metaphor of light has been used as a method to implicitly convey information by 
bridging physical and digital spaces [16]. Luminance of icons seems to be an intuitive 
feature to visually represent contextual information (history of use). It is less disrup-
tive compared with other features such as color, size, or location of icons which may 
involve conflicts with long-term memory. In the Windows operating systems, for 
example, an icon selected becomes highlighted which gives an implicit but intuitive 
indication that the icon has been just selected. The assumption is that representing 
history of use by differences in luminance will facilitate re-finding of the icon in the 
future. However, how exactly this representation may interact with the adaptive proc-
esses of the user remains unclear.  

1.4   The Theory of Soft Constraints  

We hypothesized that changes in external representations will induce adaptive shift in 
processing strategies. This adaptive perspective casts the interplay between percep-
tual-motor and memory processes as an optimization process that maximizes the ex-
pected utility of the human information processing system by balancing the cost of 
internal memory retrieval with the cost of external search [10, 11, 12]. Indeed, re-
search has found that people might ignore perfect knowledge in-the-world (KIW) for 
imperfect knowledge in-the-head (KIH) when information access cost increases, 
which induces a new set of soft constraints to the dynamic interplays between internal 
memory and external search processes [13, 14]. The current prediction is that more 
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contextual information will lower the cost of external search, thus encouraging more 
external search strategies that exploit this interface feature (KIW); and the lack of 
contextual information will encourage relatively less costly memory-based strategies 
that rely on internal memory (KIH). An experiment was designed to directly test this 
prediction. 

2   Method 

2.1   Participants and Design 

64 participants recruited from the University of Illinois community were randomly 
assigned to one of the four conditions in a 2x2 between-participant design (Table 1). 
Participants in each condition were given an interface with file icons with or without 
the luminance and location features. In the Control and Spatial Memory conditions, 
luminance of icons was identical and did not change throughout the experiment. In 
the Control condition, locations of file icons were randomly changed after participants 
opened or closed an icon. In the Spatial Memory condition, locations of file icons 
were fixed. In the Luminance and Luminance-Spatial Memory conditions, luminance 
of icons was initially identical. Over time, however, icons accessed more recently or 
frequently became brighter than the others. In the Luminance condition, locations of 
file icons were randomly changed, but in the Luminance-Spatial Memory condition, 
locations of icons were fixed.  

Table 1. Experiment Design 

 Randomized Location Fixed Location 

No Luminance changes Control (C) Spatial Memory (SM) 

With Luminance changes Luminance (L) 
Luminance-Spatial Memory 
(L-SM) 

2.2   Task 

All participants were given the same set of eight information search tasks. Each par-
ticipant was instructed to imagine that he or she were a real estate agent, and was 
asked to recommend an apartment that met different criteria provided by a different 
client in each of the eight tasks. Participants were instructed to use any information 
available in the files. There was a time limit of seven minutes for each task. However, 
accuracy was emphasized over speed in order to encourage more thorough informa-
tion search. All participants finished the tasks within the time limit. 

Search tasks (Fig. 1) were designed such that participants had to make multiple ac-
cesses to icons to find, re-find, and integrate information. For example, participants 
had to view multiple files to figure out the price category (upper, medium, lower) of a 
certain apartment. Participants were free to access any of the icons in any order as 
many times as they wanted.  
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Fig. 1. Example of information search task 

After the search tasks, the interface was removed and all participants were given 
the icon-title-recall test which asked them to write down titles of icons that they saw 
during the experiment. Then, only participants in the Spatial Memory and the Lumi-
nance-Spatial Memory conditions (with fixed-location icons) were also given the 
icon-location-recall test. Participants were given titles of icons and were asked to 
recall where exactly each of the icons was located in the interface by filling out each 
cell in the 4x5 grid (as in Fig. 2) with the matching title. 

2.3   Interface 

The interface (Fig. 2) simulated a computer desktop with 20 file icons (grey squares 
in the top left panel) in the black background. Each icon had a short title with the first 
four letters of the main content of a file (e.g. ‘Garf’ for a file about ‘Garfield apart-
ment’). We used this naming convention to equalize reliance on icon titles to search. 
The short titles were intended to minimize effects of differences in working memory 
capacity (longer names would be more taxing for lower-capacity participants).  
Contents of the files varied from more relevant (e.g. apartment) to less relevant (e.g. 
neighborhood) to irrelevant information (e.g. football statistics) in terms of how help-
ful the given information is to find a correct answer. However, participants had to 
figure out relative importance of files by exploring icons.  

When an icon was double-clicked, the content of the selected file would be dis-
played in the right panel. Participants had to close the current file in order to open the 
other file since only one file could be displayed at a time. The search task was dis-
played one at a time in the bottom left panel. Participants entered the name of the 
apartment that they recommend for each client and clicked “enter” button to finish 
that task. Participants repeated the same procedure (with different search tasks) until 
they finished all eight tasks.   

Luminance of icons was manipulated to reflect contextual information (recency 
and frequency) of icon access. We set five levels of luminance from the brightest to 
the darkest. In the very beginning of the experiment, luminance of all icons was iden-
tical (the darkest luminance level) for all conditions. In the L and L-SM conditions, 
however, luminance of icons started changing once the experiment began and partici-
pants started accessing icons. Base-level activation values in ACT-R cognitive archi-
tecture were calculated for each of the 20 icons, and were normalized and categorized 
to one of the five luminance levels every time a participant opened or closed a file. To 
participants’ perspective, whenever an icon access was made, luminance level of each 
of all icons (including the one just accessed) changed (some became brighter while 
others became darker depending on when and how often it was accessed).  
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Fig. 2. Interface (left) and close-up view of 20 icons with luminance feature (right) 

The use of recency and frequency as contextual information is relevant to the pre-
vious findings on human memory in rational approaches. In rational perspectives, 
sensitivity of human memory to frequency and recency values is adaptive since they 
predict the likelihood of encountering the same items in the future, which can be 
treated as a measure of the memory’s future usefulness [5, 6]. In the subsymbolic 
level of ACT-R cognitive architecture, activation value (1) of a chunk (unit of de-
clarative memory) reflects the degree to which past experience and current context 
indicate that chunk will be useful at any particular moment. Particularly, base-level 
activation (2) of chunk reflects the frequency (n) and recency (t) of its previous use. 
We focused on recency and frequency of information use (icon access) as predicting 
measure of future usefulness of information and provided them through luminance 
feature to support re-finding information. 
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n: The number of presentations for chunk i. 
tj: The time since the jth presentation. 
d: The decay parameter 
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3   Results 

A number of dependent measures were analyzed to measure performance as well as 
process. Accuracies were measured by assigning scores (from 1 to 4) depending on 
how close the answer was to the ‘ideal’ answer. Search times measured the total time 
to finish all eight tasks. We did not find significant difference between conditions in 
accuracies and average search times, which was probably due to a ceiling effect.  

3.1   Access to Knowledge In-the-World 

Despite the lack of significant difference in accuracies and search times, we found 
interesting differences in the search processes between conditions. Fig. 3 shows the  
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Fig. 3. Frequency of icon access (left) and result of icon-title-recall test (right) 

average number of icon accesses per task. Participants with fixed-location icons (SM 
and L-SM condition) made significantly more accesses (F (1, 60) = 4.641, p = .035) 
than participants with randomized-location icons did. The effect of luminance was not 
significant.  

The result was consistent with our prediction, which assumes that as the cost of ac-
cessing perfect knowledge in-the-world (KIW) increases, the cognitive system may 
satisfice with imperfect knowledge in-the-head (KIH). Randomizing locations (in the 
Control and Luminance conditions) increased external search costs, thus leading to 
fewer accesses to icons.  

3.2   Access to Knowledge In-the-Head 

Increased external search costs also implied that participants would rely more on 
internal memory. In order to test this, we conducted separate ANOVAs on the results 
from the memory tests of icon titles and locations across conditions. In the icon-title-
recall test (Fig. 3), there was a significant main effect of luminance (F(1, 58) = 4.560, 
p = .037) as well as location (F(1, 58) = 3.856, p = .054). Participants with the lumi-
nance feature performed worse in recalling titles of the icons, suggesting that they 
relied less on titles during search. Similarly, participants with fixed-location icons 
performed worse than those with randomized-location icons. The interaction between 
luminance and location was not significant.  

Results were again consistent with our predictions. Participants without the lumi-
nance feature performed better on the icon-title-recall test because remembering titles 
helped them to re-find the icons. When icon locations were randomly changed, they 
had to rely more on memory of the titles because the location cues were not available. 
On the other hand, the luminance feature has provided a useful cue for identification 
of target icons in addition to the titles. Participants with luminance features recalled 
fewer titles when location cues were not available (comparing participants in the C 
and L conditions) and when location cues were available (comparing participants in 
the SM and L-SM conditions). In either case, the presence of the luminance cues 
induced less reliance on the titles to re-find the icons.  
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The results of the icon-location-recall test provided further support to this claim. 
Participants in the SM condition recalled the locations significantly better than par-
ticipants in the L-SM condition (MSM = 22.75, ML-SM = 31.3125, p = .035). Lower 
scores mean better performance (the provided answer was either correct or closer to 
the correct location) in the test. Given that participants in the SM and L-SM condi-
tions showed similar frequencies of icon accesses (Fig. 3), better recall of icon loca-
tions in the SM condition (no luminance) could be attributed to participants’ higher 
reliance on spatial memory. Participants in the L-SM condition (with luminance), on 
the other hand, were worse in recall of icon locations, which could be attributed to 
their lower reliance on spatial memory. It is possible that the luminance feature, when 
combined with spatial memory, led to less precise encoding of spatial memory (i.e., 
remembering that the icon is somewhere at the top of the screen rather than remem-
bering its exact location). 

A notable point is that participants were not informed that they would be tested on 
either their memory of titles or locations of icons, and thus there was no reason to 
believe that they would have made any intentional effort to memorize them. There-
fore, the scores in both tests reflected the strategic choice of utilizing knowledge-in-
the-head vs. knowledge-in-the-world, as it emerged from the process of natural, dy-
namic interactions with the different interfaces.   

3.3   Transition of Icon Access 

In addition to the above mentioned findings, there were a couple of findings from the 
analysis of icon access transitions which was designed to identify patterns of search 
strategies. Transition data (Table 2) shows how a current icon access predicts a next 
icon access. For example, the number 52 in cell (1, 2) (in the first row and the second 
column in the table) means there were 52 times accesses to d2 (icon2) right after ac-
cesses to d1 (icon1) when access frequencies were aggregated for all participants in 
the SM condition. It also means that many participants accessed d1 located in the top 
left position in the grid, and then they accessed d2 which was located right next to d1.  

A couple of interesting patterns were observed. First, in both the SM and L-SM 
conditions with fixed location icons, cells on the diagonal have relatively larger num-
bers (numbers marked bold), which suggests that participants did sequential search by 
accessing icons from top left toward bottom right (d1-d2-d3-…-d19-d20). This se-
quential search seems to be a strategy to minimize perceptual-motor efforts in search 
and to learn titles or locations of icons by accessing each one of them at a time. Se-
quential search might have been a strategy to easily identify icons already accessed 
and avoid redundant accesses. 

This strategy might have been especially useful in the earlier sessions (task 1-4) 
when titles and locations were not fully encoded enough to be easily retrieved. How-
ever, as learning of titles and locations occurred over time, it is likely that participants 
were able to retrieve and use them for search in later sessions (task 5-8) of the ex-
periment.  

To further investigate the changes on the sequential search pattern over time,  
we split the table of the SM condition into two parts: part 1 (earlier sessions) and  
part 2 (later sessions). As expected, the sequential search pattern was more apparent  
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Table 2. Icon locations in the interface (left) and transition data of the SM condition (right) 

  
 

in part 1 (40.49%) than in part 2 (24.58%). Although the sequential search pattern still 
appeared in part 2 possibly due to the fact that some of the ‘more relevant’ files were 
next to each other and due to this proximity, icon accesses might have been still se-
quential even when participants were using other strategies. The similar pattern was 
observed for the L-SM condition. 

We were also interested in icon accesses made to the more relevant files versus the 
less relevant files over time to verify that participants were using the features of icons 
effectively in search. Patterns of transition data seem to support this idea. For in-
stance, in the C condition with random-location icons, icon accesses were suboptimal 
in the earlier sessions. Only 46.42% of the total icon accesses were made to the files 
which contained information more directly relevant to correct answers. However, in 
the later sessions, 63.51% (17% increases) of the total icon accesses were made to 
those more relevant files. This pattern suggests that participants optimized icon ac-
cesses over time by utilizing features of icons in the absence of location cue. Al-
though it does not directly show exactly what features they were using for search, the 
pattern of focused accesses is clear enough to support the optimization of information 
search over the sessions.  

In addition, as similar as in the SM condition, participants initially made more fre-
quent accesses to the icons in the top left area (when the same data was coded based 
on location) in the earlier sessions (19.70%). It seems that participants were learning 
the titles while minimizing perceptual-motor efforts (by accessing particular locations 
redundantly) until the titles of icons were encoded enough to be retrieved.  This pat-
tern was weakened in the later sessions (9.33%), suggesting that they started using 
titles of icons more actively over time. 

4   Discussions 

The results from the experiment were consistent with the theory of soft constraints, 
which was derived based on the perspective that human information processing is 
highly adaptive to the characteristics of the external environment. Randomized loca-
tions had increased the cost of accessing knowledge in-the-world, and thus induced a 
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shift to more accesses to knowledge in-the-head (more memory encoding and re-
trieval of icon titles and locations). Fixed locations, on the other hand, had reduced 
cost of accessing knowledge in-the-world, and thus induced a shift to fewer accesses 
to knowledge in-the-head. Similarly, the luminance feature had reduced the cost of 
accessing knowledge in-the-world, and resulted in less reliance on knowledge in-the-
head. Results therefore supported the notion that presentation of contextual informa-
tion not only led to different external representations of information, but also led to 
changes in the processes of the users. 

The fact that participants in the L-SM condition, with significantly less episodic 
and spatial memory encoding, could attain comparable search performance is worth 
noting. The luminance feature apparently guided re-finding of icons by highlighting 
and providing contextual information. Results highlight the importance of integrating 
bottom-up visual features and top-down contextual information to augment knowl-
edge in-the-head. Participants without luminance and/or location cues compensated 
for the poor interface support by using more of their memory of titles and location. It 
was therefore possible that the luminance feature could reduce the memory load, but 
this hypothesis apparently needs to be further tested.  

One implication of this study is that representations and processes are interde-
pendent and are both essential for interface design. Given different interfaces, partici-
pants could adapt their strategies (processes) to attain the same level of performance. 
It is therefore superficial to argue that a particular interface is a good representation 
without carefully examining also the processes that interact with that representation. 
The study also shows that systematic testing and understanding of how people utilize 
contextual information (e.g. recency, frequency, types of contents) is critical in decid-
ing what are their best representations (e.g. luminance, colors, etc), and when these 
representations are best in what situations (e.g. short-term, long-term, intermittent, 
persistent use). 
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